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microsoft sharepoint 2010 and windows powershell 2 0 - microsoft sharepoint 2010 and windows powershell 2 0 expert
cookbook yaroslav pentsarskyy on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers the 50 recipes in this book take you
straight into the advanced concepts of sharepoint and powershell administration totally practical and fully adaptable to your
own business, deploying sharepoint 2010 solution package using - doh my bad i should have paid more attention to
how you were calling the script so the config parameter expects a system xml xmldocument object or an xml string that
powershell will convert to an xmldocument object automatically, use sharepoint 2010 powershell cmdlets to get and
manage - microsoft scripting guy ed wilson here once again i will defer the question to our guest blogger for the week niklas
goude niklas goude is a windows powershell mvp working at enfo zipper in stockholm sweden niklas has extensive
experience in automating and implementing sharepoint environments, powershell for sharepoint 2013 how to steven
mann - need fast reliable easy to implement solutions for automating sharepoint 2013 administration with powershell this
guide delivers exactly what you re looking for step by step help and guidance with the tasks you ll perform most often, use
powershell to manage lists views and items in - summary microsoft scripting guys guest blogger niklas goude discusses
using windows powershell cmdlets to manage lists views and items in sharepoint 2010 hey scripting guy how do i manage
lists views and items using windows powershell and sharepoint ng hello ng microsoft scripting guy ed wilson here,
sharepoint 2010 search error internal server error - salaudeen rajack s experiences as an architect consultant
administrator and developer with sharepoint and its related products, consistent top navigation menu across sharepoint
diary - salaudeen rajack s experiences as an architect consultant administrator and developer with sharepoint and its
related products, programmatically setting sharepoint 2010 calendar overlays - i recently did a project where my client
needed several calendars provisioned via a feature receiver when a particular type of site collection was created they had
one primary calendar and they wanted all the other calendars to be overlaid onto the primary one using sharepoint 2010 s
calendar overlay capabilities, it courses skillsets online - a20 06 adobe illustrator cc 2015 working with the pen tools and
objects, newest powershell questions server fault - stack exchange network consists of 174 q a communities including
stack overflow the largest most trusted online community for developers to learn share their knowledge and build their
careers visit stack exchange, powershell to send an email when something happens in the - most larger companies
have scom or some other monitoring tool in place to watch over sharepoint servers and let the right people know when
things go wrong, technet forums windows server - with the announcement of the new windows azure backup preview we
re happy to announce the new release of the windows server essentials integration module, searching exchange server
message tracking logs with - in my introduction to exchange server 2010 message tracking i wrote that powershell
provides one of the most useful and powerful ways to search message tracking logs although the message tracking log
explorer is fine for simple searches on a single server it doesn t work so well when you want to do wildcard searches search
multiple servers at once or export data for further analysis, automated machine builds with powershell and autoit - using
the method above i created a library of powershell installation functions to be called from automated build scripts this seems
to be working pretty well so far and it allows automated builds to be scripted quickly, aws for windows self study guide amazon web services is hiring amazon web services aws is a dynamic growing business unit within amazon com we are
currently hiring software development engineers product managers account managers solutions architects support
engineers system engineers designers and more, sp2013 ignite download microsoft com - minimum hardware
requirements processor 64 bit 4 cores for small deployments 64 bit 8 cores for medium deployments ram 8 gb for small
deployments, get mailboxreport ps1 powershell script for mailbox reports - depending on which parameter you use the
output will vary if you use the mailbox parameter to query a single mailbox then the output will appear in the console window
i don t really see the need to output a single mailbox s details to a csv file, enabling bitlocker drive encryption in
windows 10 without tpm - windows 10 is quite an impressive operating system it s fast it runs all of my old apps even my
retro games and it has tons of security improvements, download companion content for microsoft official - download
companion content for moc courses from this page each course may have several related files including a zipped zip file
that contains content in pdf and xps formats and an executable exe file that contains other supplemental content, azure
code samples microsoft azure - microsoft azure stack is an extension of azure bringing the agility and innovation of cloud
computing to your on premises environment and enabling the only hybrid cloud that allows you to build and deploy hybrid
applications anywhere
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